
PRIVACY POLICY 

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS, YOU MAY NOT ACCESS OR USE THE SITE OR THE 
APPLICATION. 

1. Use of the Site and Application and Content Rules Who can use Carimmat? Carimmat is a social 
network for adults only. Registration on Carimmat is only open to individuals who are 18 
years of age or older (or who have reached the age of majority in their country of residence if 
the age of majority is over 18). You warrant that you have the right, authority and capacity to 
accept and be bound by these Terms. You also warrant that your use of Carimmat will not 
violate any law or regulation of the country in which you reside. You are solely responsible for 
your compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. You also warrant that you have not 
been convicted of, and are not subject to any court order for, assault, violence, sexual 
misconduct or harassment. 

What kind of content can I post on Carimmat? You can post all kinds of things on Carimmat, 
including photos, messages and other content ("Content"). However, there are some rules to 
respect. Therefore, when using Carimmat, you agree not to post or send any Content: 

Contains profanity or is written in a manner that may be considered offensive or likely to harass, 
annoy, inconvenience, alarm or annoy others; Is obscene, pornographic or likely to offend 
human dignity; Is abusive, insulting or threatening, promotes, displays or encourages 
violence, self-harm, suicide, or incites racism, sexism, hatred or bigotry; Encouraging any 
illegal activity, including, but not limited to, terrorism or incitement to racial hatred, or the 
publication of which constitutes a criminal offense; Defamatory in nature; Linked to 
commercial activities (including, but not limited to, sales, contests, and advertising, as well as 
links to other sites or to premium rate telephone numbers); Involving the transmission of 
unwanted or unsolicited mail (spam) That impersonates a person, company, or brand with 
the intent to mislead or confuse others; Contains spyware, adware, viruses, corrupted files, 
worms, or other malicious code designed to interrupt, damage, or limit the functionality of 
any software, hardware, telecommunications, network, server, or other equipment, or 
contains Trojan horses or other material designed to damage, alter, intercept, or expropriate 
any data or personal information, whether belonging to Carimmat or a third party; and which, 
by itself or by its publication, violates the rights of any third party (including, but not limited 
to, intellectual property rights and the right to privacy); or which depicts another person 
without that person's consent, knowledge, or opportunity to object to such creation or 
distribution; or that includes images of children, even if you appear in the photo yourself, or 
that endangers minors. We ask that you use common sense when choosing Content to post 
and send to Carimmat, as you take full responsibility for it. If you repeatedly violate these 
rules, we may have to ban you from Carimmat, deactivate your account or prevent you from 
accessing Carimmat in the future. We may remove Content that you have posted on 
Carimmat if we determine that it violates our Terms, or if we are required to do so by law. 

1.1 Are there any rules about personal data such as my email address? You are not permitted 
to disclose any personal or banking information (such as names, mailing addresses, phone 
numbers, e-mail addresses, URLs, debit/credit card or other banking information, and 
place of employment) on your profile page ("Profile"), whether it is your own or that of a 
third party. If you choose to disclose your personal information to other users, whether by 
e-mail or otherwise, you do so at your own risk. We encourage you to exercise the same 
caution you would in other circumstances when disclosing information about yourself to 



others online. We encourage you to review our Safety Tips. 

1.2 Data Processor - Data Recipients 
The collected data are treated by : The company CARIMMAT SAS, parent company 
of the Carimmat application with a capital of 1 000,00 € registered under the 
number 900 516 733 at the RCS of GRASSE, whose head office is located at 47 DOM 
DES ROUMEGUIERES 06460 SAINT-VALLIER-DE-THIEY and represented by its 
President, Tristan BERGUER. Only certain employees of the customer services and 
support and authorized persons in charge of Carimmat treat the personal data of 
the Members for the purposes described in article 1.2 hereafter. These employees 
and authorized persons only have access to the data that they need for their job. 
Carimmat may also contract with authenticated and reliable subcontractors who 
may access, host and/or process certain personal data of Members on behalf of 
Carimmat, according to Carimmat's instructions, in compliance with the Privacy 
Policy and who guarantee the security and confidentiality of Members' personal 
data. These subcontractors allow Carimmat to establish statistics on the volumes of 
frequentation and/or the use of the Application and/or to ensure the good 
functioning of the Application. The personal data of a Member identified as 
"accessible to the public of Carimmat" in article 1.3 hereafter which appear on its 
profile are accessible only to the other Members who answer compatible research 
criteria. 
All the information sent from the Carimmat application are transmitted by api to 
the internal servers of Carimmat on the following url : 
- https://api-dev.carimmat.com/ 
- https://api.carimmat.com/ 

1.3 Purposes of the Data Processing Operated by Carimmat 

The data collected by Carimmat are necessary for the good functioning and the 
improvement of the Services of the Application which are proposed to the 
Members. 

The data collected is also used to perform statistical studies and marketing 
analyses related to the use of the Application and Services by Members. 
Carimmat may also access, store and share Members' personal data with 
authorized third parties in response to a lawful request (such as a search warrant, 
court order or other) or to comply with legal, regulatory, judicial or 
administrative requirements; to detect or prevent fraudulent activities or 
breaches of security of the Services; and to comply with the law. 

1.4 Fair Collection of Personal Data - Type of Data 

Identity Data: The registration form is mandatory to access the Services and is 
collected by Carimmat from Facebook to minimize formality, via Facebook 
Connect, via Twitter, via Google or via an email address. The registration requires 
the Member to communicate some of his personal data: 

https://api-dev.carimmat.com/
https://api.carimmat.com/


- Photos: At a minimum, the public Facebook profile photo (if the person 
connects via Facebook or via another social network. The Member will then have 
the possibility to remove or modify this photo. In the interest of transparency, 
the photos published must represent the Member and must not mislead other 
Members about his or her appearance. These photos must not represent a 
celebrity, nor include the portrait of a minor, nor embody a racist, shocking, 
illegal or sexual message, nor contain personal information. They are published in 
the Application under the sole responsibility of the Member. By becoming a 
Member, the Member accepts the publication of his/her photos in the 
Application. 

- date of birth (only the age deducted from the date of birth is accessible on 
Carimmat via Facebook) 

- his gender (accessible to the public of Carimmat) 

- its first name (accessible to the public of Carimmat) 

- his e-mail address (inaccessible to the public of Carimmat). The Member agrees 
to verify that the e-mail address retrieved via Facebook Connect is valid and/or to 
modify it in order to facilitate communication with Carimmat. 

Other personal information that Member may enter in his or her Account is 
optional and provided at Member's sole discretion and responsibility. 

Location data (geolocation): The main interest and purpose of the Application is 
to allow Members to find others around them. Authorization is requested from 
the Member to collect and process data relating to his or her geolocation in order 
to allow Carimmat to identify the distances between each Member in order to 
facilitate physical meetings with other Members who have agreed to be 
geolocated. Geolocation also allows Carimmat to list profiles that match the 
distance search criteria. Carimmat does not reconstruct the movements and/or 
itineraries of its Members. At no time is a Member's exact location or route 
visible to other Members. 

The Member may revoke his consent at any time and deactivate the geolocation 
option on his smartphone. In this case, the profile discovery service will not be 
functional. Transaction Data: Carimmat does not collect or process any banking 
data. The Apple App Store and the Play Store have chosen not to communicate 
certain data to mobile applications, including transaction data. These data are 
exclusively collected and treated by these platforms, without the will of Carimmat 
being able to modify this mode of payment. Data related to the communications 
exchanged: Messages are sent and stored on Carimmat's servers exclusively to 
provide the Service of transmission of exchanges between Members who have had 
a smoothie. Messages and voicemails are strictly private and are only binding on the 
Members involved. Carimmat's authorized officials have no right of review of these 
conversations, except at the request of a court and/or in accordance with applicable 
laws or regulations and/or as part of any evidence provided to Carimmat by a 



Member in connection with a report. In addition, strictly private Messages will not 
be accessible to other Members not involved in the exchange, nor to any third 
party. 
 

Data related to search preferences: By default, the Application is set to search for 
Members of different genders (male -> female - female -> male) and an age range of 
+2 / -2 relative to the age of the member registered on Facebook. The Member may 
modify these parameters and enter in the Application the age range and gender of 
the persons sought (male and/or female) in order to be put in contact exclusively 
with the profiles that meet his/her criteria. The Member will then only see 
Members who meet his or her search preferences. 

Mobile Data: When the Member uses the Application, Carimmat collects server logs 
that may include information such as IP addresses, operating system or application 
crashes. Carimmat is not able to access the browsing history of its Members. 

 
1.5 Additional Details About the Data Collected 

The personal data that the Member has published in the Application are made 
strictly invisible by Carimmat to non-registered Internet users and third parties. All 
the information sent from the Carimmat application is transmitted by api to the 
internal servers of Carimmat on the following url 

- https://api-dev.carimmat.com/ 

- https://api.carimmat.com/ 

Carimmat cannot be held responsible for the data published on Carimmat and 
disclosed by a Member. 

The profile of the Member which does not correspond to the research criteria of 
other Members that it could cross will not appear on the news feed of these 
Members 

1.6 Member Warning About Sensitive Data 

Certain data are legally qualified as "sensitive" under Article 8 of Law No. 78-17 of 
January 6, 1978 on Information Technology and Civil Liberties. 

When registering on the Application, the Member may choose to communicate 
certain sensitive data concerning him or her, such as, for example, ethnic origin, 
sexual orientation or political opinions. 

Carimmat does not encourage Member to disclose sensitive information to other 
Members or to Carimmat via the Application. If, however, the Member wishes 
to communicate such data on his or her profile, such communicationconstitutes 



the Member's express consent to the collection and processing of such data by 
Carimmat. 

1.7 Member Rights Notice 
In accordance with the law n° 78-17 of January 6, 1978, known as Data-processing 
Law and Freedoms, each Member has a right of access, of correction and 
opposition and of suppression on its personal data. Concerned about the concerns 
of its Members, Carimmat is committed to respecting the protection of the 
personal data and to treat these requests as soon as possible. The Member can 
exercise his rights, subject to proving his identity, by sending a letter or an email 
to the address mentioned in article 17 of the present GCU. 
- The right of access authorizes the Member to question Carimmat in order to 
obtain the communication of the data relating to it in an accessible form on the 
basis of article 39 of the Data-processing Law and Freedoms. 
- The right of correction confers to the Member the right to require of Carimmat 
that are rectified, supplemented, updated or erased the data in personal matter 
concerning it which are inaccurate, incomplete, equivocal, out-of-date or whose 
use, the communication or the conservation is prohibited on the basis of article 40 
of the Data-processing Law and Freedoms; 
- The right of opposition confers to the Member the right to oppose without 
expenses and in a discretionary way, that its data are used by Carimmat at ends of 
canvassing, in particular commercial, on the basis of article 38 of the Data-
processing Law and Freedoms. 
- The right of deletion gives the Member the right to demand the deletion of the 
data communicated to Carimmat, without charge and in a discretionary manner, 
within the limits of the legal obligations incumbent on Carimmat in its capacity as 
host. 

These rights can only be exercised to the extent that Carimmat is able to do so 
through the use of Facebook Connect. Some of the data has been communicated 
to Carimmat via Facebook Connect and therefore cannot be corrected without 
the cooperation of Facebook. The Member can also correct most of his or her 
data on the Application itself. 

1.8 No Transfer of Your Personal Data 

Personal data, visible or not to other Members, are not transferred by Carimmat to 
third parties. 

1.9 Data Retention 
Carimmat keeps the Member's data for as long as necessary for the use of the 
Member's Account. 
In addition, it should be noted that Carimmat, in accordance with its status as a 
hosting company, is required by law to retain certain personal data of 
Members for a period of one year on the basis of Article 6, II of the Law for 
Confidence in the Digital Economy of June 21, 2004. 



With regard to the decree of February 25, 2011 relating to the conservation 
and the communication of the data, the time of conservation imposed to 
Carimmat runs as from the creation of the contents for the data mentioned in 
1° and 2° of the article 6, II of the Law for the Confidence in the Digital 
Economy, that is to say: 
- The identifier of the connection at the origin of the communication; 
- The identifier assigned by the information system to the content; 
- The types of protocols used; 
- The nature of the operation; 
- The dates and times of the operation; 
- The identifier used by the author of the operation when he/she has provided 
it. 
The retention period imposed on Carimmat runs from the termination of the 
Account or the deletion of the profile for the data mentioned in 3° of the same 
article, namely 
 
- The first names 
- The pseudonyms used 
- The email addresses or the associated Account addresses 
- The password as well as the data allowing to check it or to modify it, in their 
last updated version 
 

Carimmat is committed to providing its best efforts and all the means in its 
possession to guarantee the optimal security of the data kept. However, it is 
the Member's responsibility to take appropriate measures to protect his/her 
data. 

Carimmat refuses to collect the data of minors. In the event that a Member lies 
about his or her date of birth, and especially in the event of fraudulent 
attestation of his or her majority, the parents of the minor child are invited to 
notify Carimmat by sending an e-mail to the address indicated in article 17, in 
order to request the deletion of the data. Carimmat undertakes to delete all 
personal data concerning the minor child as soon as possible. 

1.10 Data Transfer Outside the EU 

At the time of registration, the Member expressly consents that his or her data may be 
transmitted to subcontractors of Carimmat located outside the European Union, 
for the purpose of carrying out statistical studies and, if necessary, hosting the data 
processed by the Application. 

Carimmat guarantees that these transfers are carried out under conditions that 
ensure the confidentiality and security of the data and an adequate level of 
protection in accordance with the provisions of articles 68 and 69 of the French 
Data Protection Act. 



ARTICLE 2: CNIL DECLARATION 

2.1 - Declaration CNIL 

The Carimmat Application collecting information on its Members, it was the 
subject of preliminary declarative formalities with the CNIL with the company 
Carimmat with the capital of 1 000,00 € registered under the number 900 516 733 
with the RCS of GRASSE, whose registered office is located 47 DOM DES 
ROUMEGUIERES 06460 SAINT-VALLIER-DE-THIEY represented by its President, 
Tristan BERGUER. 

 
Legal information 

The present site and the application it designates are operated by the company 
CARIMMAT, SAS with a capital of 1 000 € registered under the number 900 516 
733 at the RCS of Grasse, whose head office is located at 47 DOM DES 
ROUMEGUIERES 06460 SAINT-VALLIER-DE-THIEY and represented by its President 
Mr. Tristan BERGUER (VAT n° FR10900516733). 

The Director of Publication of the site is Mr. Tristan BERGUER. 

Email to the address : contact@carimmat.com 

Host : 
SAS with a capital of 10 069 020 €. 
RCS Lille Metropole 424 761 419 00045 
Code APE 2620Z 
VAT NUMBER : FR 22 424 761 419 
Head office : 2 rue Kellermann - 59100 Roubaix - France 

mailto:contact@carimmat.com

